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LESSON ONE 

LAUNCH PARTIES SETUP 

This is an explicit, step-by-step guide, including screen shots and assignments to teach how to set 

up, manage and analyze results of authors running Facebook Events. I am providing this training 

on Facebook and particularly Events/Launch Parties because it is information I learned through 

trial and error. After learning about them, I decided to give it a whirl. I asked several authors to 

participate and put together a Christmas themed event. They agreed and seemed to understand 

how to manage this. Boy, was I wrong. Everyone told me it was simple. It’s not difficult, but it is 

anything but intuitive.  

Facebook parties are fun but frustrating, if things don’t go well or someone doesn’t understand 

what is expected. Also, they can be disappointing, when you aren’t reaching enough readers. I’ve 

experienced both and learned from them. I’d like to share my learnings.  

The event itself is totally free to manage, with exception of prizes you and co-hosts choose to 

provide. For a small amount effort for set up, whatever time you devote to hosting and 

supporting your co-hosts ventures, you can run a successful party and reach lots of readers. 

Everyone participating must understand how to make that happen, and each must do their part. 

I took a couple classes on FB launch parties, and several authors told me it was a breeze. I 

entered the realm of unknown without a seatbelt. It wasn’t a flop, but it was maddening.  

I launched a party with agreement of three other authors who had never done one before either, 

to be my wingmen/women. They signed up to co-host and run the event three of the five days. I 

did the other two. We opted for four hours per day for five days. We each brought prizes for 

participation.  

I established a Christmas Party theme and provided a game that included an activity to drive 

attendees to our websites. It’s important to establish a goal. Each author’s goal may be different. 

I might want to drive folks to my website to encourage them to join my VIP group. You might 

want to drive awareness of your books. Someone else might have a new product launch and want 

sales, reviews, etc. Whatever the goal, it can be achieved this way. My goal was to increase 

awareness, enlist folks to sign up for my newsletter. Ultimately whether you’re driving 

awareness, establishing a fan base or encouraging sales, you want sales.  

I provided themed visuals—photographs with Christmas themes. Each author was to post their 

Christmas photo visual somewhere on their website in a strategic point so viewers would read 

about their books, learn about their newsletters and have an opportunity to buy and/or sign up for 

broadcasts when they searched for the visual. We each had our own goal, so chose a strategic 

location to support that goal. I put mine on the page where I list all my books and incorporated it 

into the copy with a small visual so they would have to read blurbs to find it. If you want them to 
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sign up for your newsletter, put it beside the link to do that. If you want them to click to buy, put 

it beside the cover visual with a link embedded into it, or beside a buy link. Beside the 

photograph a message welcomed the guest and told what item the host brought to the party. For 

example, I brought eggnog. Another host baked cookies. Someone else supplied fudge. Another 

made cocoa, etc.  

This sounds well and good—very organized. Right? 

Wrong! 

What we didn’t know fills this class. This is a step-by-step how to put together, operate and 

finalize your FB launch event. 

First thing you want to determine is your goal. Each host may have a different goal. If they want 

Twitter followers, they must encourage folks to follow them on Twitter and provide links to that. 

If they want newsletter signups they should drive readers to the sign up button a QR code or link 

to the signup sheet. If they want to drive awareness of their books they should encourage folks to 

go to their website by providing a link to it, or to their Amazon Author Page where they can not 

only learn about the books but purchase as well. If they have a deal going on, they should 

provide the buy link to that deal. 

Tailor your over-arching party game, if you use one like I did, to drive readers to the particular 

link for each author to help achieve their goal. So for me it might be my website info about my 

books, for host #2 it might be a link to their newsletter signup, and for host #3 it might be a link 

to follow them on Twitter. Ask your hosts to define what they want and provide you the accurate 

link so you can insert it in the copy on FB and in messages you create for the convenience of 

your co-hosts.  

This re-work enables everyone to drive readers to the proper place. The author gets them where 

they want them. The reader gets a chance to play the game, win prizes and learn about the 

hosting authors and their books. It’s important to drive them to every host’s site and ask them to 

come back with answers to all hosts’ questions to be eligible for prizes. I also usually give away 

a prize to whoever responds the most to posts while I’m hosting, if I have more than one prize to 

give away.  It’s a win-win. 

HOMEWORK: 

Accept an invitation to an event. If you haven’t received one, let me know. Surely someone in 

the class has one invite they can send your way. Join in and participate. 

Lynda Rees 
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